Abstract—This article presents the developments of efficient algorithms for tablet copies comparison. Image recognition has specialized use in digital systems such as medical imaging, computer vision, defense, communication etc. Comparison between two images that look indistinguishable is a formidable task. Two images taken from different sources might look identical but due to different digitizing properties they are not. Whereas small variation in image information such as cropping, rotation, and slight photometric alteration are unsuitable for based matching techniques. In this paper we introduce different matching algorithms designed to facilitate, for art centers, identifying real painting images from fake ones. Different vision algorithms for local image features are implemented using MATLAB. In this framework a Table Comparison Computer Tool “TCCT” is designed to facilitate our research. The TCCT is a Graphical Unit Interface (GUI) tool used to identify images by its shapes and objects. Parameter of vision system is fully accessible to user through this graphical unit interface. And then for matching, it applies different description technique that can identify exact figures of objects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial-Temporal image matching is very much required for Art Museum to differentiate images made by different artists. Art exhibition centers endow with a guide which is interrogated by visitors to locate an object on a tablet. Small variation in image such as color density, brush use differences, etc... can affect an image and allows us to identify a fake one.

However manual technique of information retrieval is tedious and there is a high risk of false judgment. Therefore a high image comparison application is required in order to solve the problems mentioned above.

Considering matching results, we can finalize identification of objects and prove image as original image. We integrate in our TCCT system (Figure 1) different image recognition algorithms. TCCT is a based GUI system, by which user can set best parameters regarding condition and situation. A lot of image matching techniques based on local features and global features are available. We designed TCCT to give opportunities to programmers to integrate more image recognition algorithms of their own.
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Seven [1] method used feature histograms intended for content-based image retrieval. These methods have achieved relative success with 2D object extraction and image matching. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [2] used differential descriptors to approximate a point neighborhood for image matching and retrieval. Van Gool [3] introduced the sweeping color moments to explain shapes and intensities of different color channels in a local region. David Lowe [4] proposed Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT), that is robustly flexible to a number of common image transforms. Lowe’s [5] Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT), is geometrically invariant to similarity transforms and invariant to intensity changes. Our goal is to design a highly distinctive recognition system that can benefit of best matching algorithm for image recognition. We provide an environment that uses local descriptor for matching purpose. Front end of application is a GUI system, that can incorporate different image recognition algorithms such as SIFT. This system provides to users an access to all parameters required for matching as users are best arbitrators of any scenario.

II. PROPOSAL

In this work we encode distinctive local structure of a collection of image points for the purpose of matching to similar patterns in other images.

The efficiency of the algorithms depends on the environment. The complex algorithms are more robust but on the other hand they require more execution time.

Fig. 1 Table Comparison Computer Tool (TCCT)
For our specific application where efficiency is critical and where robustness is also mandatory, we find a trade off in the existing algorithms to develop application that gives matching algorithm maximum advantage. After applying basic image adjustment techniques i.e. alignment, cropping etc... we use the following techniques in order to reach our goal:

- Features Point Descriptors,
- Local Features Descriptors,
- Invariant Features Descriptors,
- Matching Descriptors.

III. FEATURES POINT DESCRIPTOR

Discontinuity of spatial gray value function $g(x)$ in the image plane is an efficient edge. The primary job of features point descriptor “edge detection” is to analyze the properties of the edges enclosed in the chosen image. A model is formulated that determines accuracy of edges. In certain conditions it is possible to detect an edge and to optimize edge detection. Edge detection is always based on differentiation in one or other form. In discrete images, differentiation is replaced by discrete difference that only approximates differentiation [6].

IV. VARIANT FEATURES DESCRIPTORS

In variant features descriptors we inquired about how to represent a segmented object. We studied the representation of binary objects with run-length code [7], quad tree code [8], and chain code [9]. A dense illustration of objects shape is not very useful if it takes a lot of effort to compute it and if it is cumbersome to compute shape parameters directly from it. Shape parameters are extracted from objects in order to describe their shape, to compare it to the shape of template objects, or to separate objects into classes of different shapes.

Thus it is of interest to discover shape parameters such as scale and rotation in variant or even invariant under perspective projection.

Harris corner detector is used to find local features in image. The Harris corner detector is a popular interest point detector due to its strong invariance to: rotation, scale, illumination variation and image noise. The Harris corner detector is based on local auto-correlation function of a signal that measures local changes of signal with patches shifted by in indifferent directions.

Usually Harris is used on scale gray image. In our work we use it on color image and our process follows these four different steps that we use for features extraction:

A. Separate Color Domain

At this step we convert (RGB) image from color domain to separate domain.

Red Image = 1 * R + 0 * G + 0 * B
Green Image = 0 * R + 1 * G + 0 * B
Blue Image = 0 * R + 0 * G + 1 * B

We do apply steps listed below over several (RGB) image domains. Results are merged into same image.

B. Apply Corner Detectors

This step takes three different (RGB) image domains. For each input image pixel (RGB), corner operator is applied to obtain a corner. Step output is (RGB) corner maps. Since, for each (RGB) input image pixel, corner operator is applied to obtain a corner measure. Corner map has the same geometry as input image and can be considered as a version of input image.

C. Apply threshold on corner map

At this point the corner map holds numerous local maximums that have comparatively small corners measures that are not true corners. To avoid considering these points as corners, corner map is usually applied with threshold. All values in corner map under threshold are set to zero.

D. Non maximal values suppression

Threshold corner map contains only non-zero values around the local maximums that need to be marked as corner points. To locate the local maximums, non-maximal suppression is applied. For every (RGB) point in threshold corner map, non-maximal suppression sets the corner measure to zero, but only if its corner measure is not larger than the corner measure of all points within a definite space. After non-maximal suppression is applied, the corners are simply the non-zero points remaining in the corner map.
V. INVARIANT FEATURES DESCRIPTORS

We have defined pattern that represents features descriptors. A pattern class includes different patterns information. Local feature techniques implemented includes differential approach that we have studied here: SIFT technique and correlation-based method. The conclusion given by local differential method (Lucas, 1981) [10] and phase-based method (Fleet, 1990) [11] offers the most consistent performance on data-sets.

However, there are many variables; not only in the data but also in implementation that might lead to preference for a particular technique. Lowe’s algorithm [12] that gives stable features on scale space by repeated smoothing, down-sampling of an input image and subtracting adjacent levels, creates a pyramid of difference-of-Gaussian images. Features that SIFT algorithm detects represent minimums and maximums in a scale pace for these difference-of-Gaussian images. At each of these minimums and maximums, a comprehensive model is fitted to determine location, scale and contrast, during which some features are discarded, based on measures of their (in) stability.

Key-point matching is performed using a nearest-neighbor indexing method, followed by a Hough transform. It finds key-points that agree on potential object poses, and therefore a solution for affine parameters that determine specific location and orientation of each recognized object.

VI. MATCHING DESCRIPTORS

We encode the image structure in spatial neighborhoods at each set of feature points chosen at selected scales. By matching such local feature descriptors in other images, we can solve important problems. The use of cross-correlation [7] for pattern matching is irritated by distance measure (squared Euclidean distance) if image and sum of distance measure is over x. In that case y is under the window containing feature situated at u and v.

Equation 1 measures the comparison between the picture and the features templates

\[ i(x, y) = \sum f(x, y) t(x - m, y - n) \]  

Matching technique is used with the specified threshold (THRESH). Descriptor D1 is matched to descriptor D2 if and only if distance d(D1,D2) multiplied by (THRESH) is not greater than distance of D1 to all other descriptors.

VII. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

In this section we compare original images with fake images and gather results in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. We used three images: original image, real image and fake image for evolution. Original image corresponds to the original data base image taken from original painting. To create fake image and real image we used a function having features image transducer/scanner source shown in figure 6 below.

---

Fig. 4 Flow Graph to Extract Variant Features

Fig. 5 Invariant Descriptor marked in green circles

Fig. 6 Image transducer function block diagram
Parameters a, b, c and d have different characteristics than scanner source. Parameter a represents color information, parameter b: light characteristics, parameter c: image resizing and parameter d: image compression. For fake image we reduce a and b features up-to 10% without generating noise.

Real image contains all same features than original image. We use original image from image transducer function and add 1% value to all parameters. Both real image and fake image look identical to human eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>RESULT TAKEN BY SPECIALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 1</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 2</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 3</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 4</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In Table I we can observe variant features of original, real and fake images (T1, T2, T3, and T4). We used generic setting to collect those features and apply cross correlation. It has been observed that our variant matching algorithm matches more than 95% of features from real image and 50% of features match fake image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>PHASE CROSS-CORRELATION RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Sig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sig: sigma, TH: Threshold.

Table II shows phase correlation results of variant features. We found more than 95% accurate results while comparing original images with real image copy. Tool rejects images having less than 80% of matching features.

In Table III, we can observe results of Scale Invariant Features Transform matching. SIFT matching gives more than 90% of accurate results where only 7% of features match fake image.

Comparing the three methods we conclude that SIFT matching is more accurate and rigid. Harris method select fake features and consider them as original ones. Whereas SIFT totally discards those features that are not part of original images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>SIFT FEATURES RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>TH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T 4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In Table III, we can observe results of Scale Invariant Features Transform matching. SIFT matching gives more than 90% of accurate results where only 7% of features match fake image.

Comparing the three methods we conclude that SIFT matching is more accurate and rigid. Harris method select fake features and consider them as original ones. Whereas SIFT totally discards those features that are not part of original images.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have developed a system which allows strongly museum images recognition with almost identical images but fake ones created by different artists. It is based on using variant (Edges) and invariant (SIFT) features to match images. We did modifications in variant features detections. To gather all used algorithms we have created a GUI tool [TCCT] [12]. With the help of this GUI tool we provide different parameters for users to compare images. Users select best parameters depending upon the environmental conditions.

The most difficult issues that we have faced during our work are features extracting. All images are almost identical. Features extraction requires some compromise. Using SIFT, this problem is mostly solved. As future work we propose to find a solution to deal with the variation in image information such as cropping, rotation, and slight photometric alteration. It will be possible to improve our system with more tablet sample, add more and better algorithms in our GUI system to complete the system of distinguishing. To progress in building a very similar tablet copy, we need to use better digitizing system with high resolution. If we succeed in obtaining a very similar tablet, we can substitute the paper tablet by numeric tablet in order to protect the original tablet or a set of tablets and why not imagine a new museum which integrates numerical painting art.
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